Professional Two-day
development Workshop
Leadership & February 21/22
Communications Auckland
Aspiring Leaders - Senior Leaders - Team Leaders
$695.00 pp Fully Catered

Engagement
•
•
•
•

Preventing & Overcoming resentments
Building Cultures of Outstanding Communication
The neuroscience of high performance teams
Discovering Deep Data & frameworks For Great Outcomes

Retention
•
•
•
•

The Power Of Story Telling & Vulnerability
Encouragement As An Art Form
The art of highly functional feedback
Building A Redemptive Community

Innovation
•
•
•
•

Busting Unhealthy Leadership Myths
Leadership Models That have Real bite
Creating Margin & Leading A Cycle Of Sustainable Hauora
How to Release revolutionary creativity and change

collaboration
For registration and more details, email
lead@thethinkfarm.org
Taking leaders to extraordinary places

Professional www.thethinkfarm.org
development
Leadership &
Communications
Facilitated by John
Peachey. Leadership
researcher, coach,
keynote speaker and
broadcaster.

Engagement
retention
Innovation
Collaboration

Thank you very much for
offering such an
inspiring two days.
Peppered with
inspirational quotes,
real life experiences and
video clips your PLD was
motivational and
immensely practical. We
can not recommend your
PLD highly enough. It
ranks amongst the very
best we have attended,
and participated in, for
its overall value,
presentation and quality
of content. It was also
thoroughly enjoyable.
Ngā mihi, nā
Anne Mackintosh
PRINCIPAL Greerton
Village School

George Bernard Shaw was quoted as saying
“The single biggest issue in
communication is the illusion it has
taken place at all” I contend that
great leadership and great communication
are synonymous terms, you simply cannot
have one with out the other. Building
great cultures of communication are
foundational to ensure leaders,
organisations and individuals can move
forward without the friction and chaos
that poorly communicated expectations,
vision and rules create. We look deeply
at how people process communication, how
highly effective communication gives you
momentum and how that culture
contributes to the elimination of
resentments before they take root.

Great leadership & great communications
are synonymous terms.
What model do you drive? Whether
consciously or unconsciously, we have
ideas and ideology, both from good and
bad experiences, that drive our models
of leadership and our daily practice.
Those models will frame both the
outcomes and responses we get to our
leadership. We will look at a range of
leader types and discover what are our
own drivers for leadership practice and
how these impact the relationships we
court in our organisations. We will
look at the uncomfortable subject of
power. The questions revolve around do
we impose or invest the power we have as
leaders and how do we use the assets of
leadership to move, lift and influence
people outcomes.

